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Your entire future depends on it
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BRAND

Is what people think of you



BRANDING

Is the process of managing a Brand







BRANDS

Are made of

•Long term memories and experiences

•Short term memories and experiences



$35 logo…









DESTINATION BRANDS

Are made of

•Long term memories and experiences

•Short term memories and experiences











TANGIBLE BRAND ASSETS







TANGIBLE BRAND ASSETS



GREAT PLACE FOR 

RETIREMENT

BUT FOR WHOM?



Best global 

retirement 

destinations



Best global 

wellness 

retreats

1. The Philippines: The Farm
2. Italy: Lefay
3. Thailand:Kamalaya

4. India: Ananda
5. Malaysia: The Chateau Spa & Organic Wellness Resort
6. Mauritius: Shanti Maurice
7. Oman: Zighy Bay
8. Spain: SHA Wellness Clinic
9. Bali: Como Shambhala
10. St Lucia: The BodyHoliday



Most-visited countries by international tourist 

arrivals



Most unsafe places in the world?



Who influences brand image?



Who influences brand image?



Like it or not, this is 

the image of Greece



Like it or not, this 

is the image of  

Europe



Brand ambassadors 1965



Brand ambassadors 1965



Germany? Really?







One story…



How to 

connect 

reputation 

to 

destination?









O'Hare is the busiest airport in the world by number of takeoffs and landings. 

O'Hare also has the most number of runways (8) of any major international airport. 

As of September 2014, O'Hare has direct service to a total of 210 destinations, 

including 153 domestic destinations in the United States and 57 international 

destinations in North America, South America, Asia and Europe. O'Hare is among 

a select group of airports worldwide with the distinction of serving more than 200 

destinations.    

FOCUS



The Magnificent Mile contains upscale department stores, 5 star hotels, 

restaurants, luxury retailers, residential and commercial buildings, catering 

primarily to tourists and the affluent. The Magnificent Mile includes 3,100,000 sq ft 

(290,000 m2) of retail space, 460 stores, 275 restaurants, 51 hotels, and a host of 

sightseeing and entertainment attractions to more than 25 million visitors 

annually.

FOCUS



FOCUS





Lessons learned from the Lisbon 

Brand
Mostly unknown

Confused with Spain

Underappreciated

Not promoted enough

Considered tired, unsophisticated

Far from “Top of mind”

Not preferred on other alternatives

Irrelevant

















Results?

•$40 million in revenue from 

American MICE activities generated 

2007-2013

•Ranked 8th In the world

Marketing Costs?

1%



Do we trust your brand?











Which one
of these people

think you are

wonderful



Which one
of these people

think you are
The best ever



Which one
of these people

think you are

human



Which one
of these people

think you are

competent



Here is what I do about 

building destination brands 
•I insist in talking to the CEO, (the BOSS) get his/her commitment 

for a long process, and I perform a comprehensive BRAND AUDIT

•I put major emphasis on LIFESTYLE & CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

•I interview and involve all stakeholders; Employees, customers, 

vendors, suppliers, ex-employees, investors…

•I conduct workshops, do mystery shopping, SWOT analysis

•I collect measurements, impressions & observations

•I present brand vision/mission/brand strategy/brand positioning

•Than I recommend marketing methods…



Next: Analyze the Brand 

Destination 
• As a “product”, unique?, attributes, quality, value, 

perception

• Destination asset strength and brand reputation

• As an “organization”, trustworthy, innovation, 

sophistication?

• As a “personality”, genuine, energetic, fun, isolated?

• As a “metaphor”, symbols, words, heritage, images?

• Value proposition, Functional benefits, Emotional benefits, 

Self expressive benefits?



Medical Brand Destination fails if:
• The air lift is mediocre and not frequent

• The airport sucks (I personally avoid Fiumicino, but LOVE Italy)

• The passport control is slow and unaccommodating

• Ground transportation is scarce and not regulated or 

uncivilized

• Hospital & Hospitality services are just so so…

• Your staff only speaks the local language…

• Your food is only local…

• You have a separate brand strategy for healthcare 

services, wellness tourism, lifestyle, retirement, 

hospitals, hotels, city tourism, state tourism and other 

stakeholders…and they disagree on everything…



I HOPE IT 

HELPS.

Questions?



Thank you!

www.ilanandfriends.com
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312.497.2233


